“Kit Calvert” Wensleydale—Pasteurized Cow’s Milk—England
A classic English cheese that is familiar but different all in one go. These days, most Wensleydale cheese you find is mild,
crumbly and somewhat bland in flavour. This is the real-deal, traditional version that is wrapped in cloth and aged on wooden
planks to help develop flavour and complexity in the cheese. Not a strong cheese, but packed with flavour.
Pairs With: Casa Viva Pinot Noir
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Appenzeller L’extra (Aged)—Unpasteurized Cow’s Milk—Switzerland
Another classic alpine cheese. This beauty is washed in a special brine to help develop signature sweet and nutty flavours that
lace this cheese inside and out. Creamy, full-flavour and rich. This “extra” version packs a little extra of flavour and is wonderfully addictive!
Pairs With: William Fevre Le Mision Cabernet Sauvignon
Blue Wensleydale– Pasteurized Cow’s Milk– England
The Blue version of the “Kit Calvert” Wensleydale above. Great texture that is dense and creamy. Somewhat reminiscent of
Stilton but with more restrained salt characteristic. Not a super powerful blue but enough character to make its presence be
known.
Pairs With: Cortes de Cima Chamine
Alpindon—Unpasteurized Cow’s Milk—BC
A hard cheese that also reminds one of the famous alpine cheeses of France and Switzerland, Alpindon is nutty, sweet, and
pungent all wrapped up together. As well, the cheese is made on-farm, from the milk of a single organic herd.
Pairs With: Zonin Ripasso
Bella Lodi Cheese—Cow’s Milk—Italy
Bella Lodi is made solely by an ancient dairy farm, more than one 100 years old, in the municipality of Parco Adda Sud. White
in colour with very limited variations even in summer; intense and fragrant smell; full flavour that is not too sharp or salty.
Pairs With: Feudi di San Gregorio Ognissole
Pierre Robert—Pasteurized Cow’s Milk—France
A triple cream super star! A fantastic bloomy rind cheese that has a melt-in-your-mouth texture with a pleasant tangy flavour.
An easy cheese to fall in love with.
Pairs With: Castleforte Pinot Grigio

** Cheeses are subject to availability. Substitutions may be used where needed.

